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The drama is back and the stakes are higher than ever. What will become of Snow, Ya-Yo and

Cisco with all of the lies and secrets that have been exposed? Whatever happened with BJ and

Chocolate, now that fate has played a nasty hand. What will become of Chocolate and the sticky

situation that she has gotten herself into? Will California right all of her wrongs, or will she fall victim

to the hands of her father, Jhon Luis? Are Ciscoâ€™s secrets way too much for him to bear any

longer or will he keep his secret from Snow forever?Will love and happiness finally prevail in this

mind-blowing sequel, or will deceit, lies, murder and mayhem take over the happiness in all of these

characters lives forever? Find out in the mind boggling conclusion of DOPE BOY BLUES 3ARE

YOU REDDY?
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Shawna was really delusional to think that she could get over on Snow without any consequences.

Cisco should have just told the truth from the beginning no matter what the outcome would of been



and his conscience wouldn't have been bothering him. Chocolate didn't know her self worth. She

was too busy placing herself on the backburner. Snow seems like she just couldn't get a break from

all the people in her life. It was so many secrets and lies. California tried to right her wrongs from the

situation her crazy father tried to put her in. She finally realized the truth. Ya-Yo really grew up and

came to the conclusion that he had some trifling ways. It was sad to see what happened to BJ

mother. At least BJ was able to get some closure.

I really enjoyed this book every character endure some heartache and pain. Every character

learned from their mistakes, and trials and tribulations. And in the end they finally grew up learned to

forgive and to be forgiven. And I loved the happy ending. Authoress Redd I can't wait to read your

next book l

Now while I'm happy for the ending, I swear I didn't like Snow a** at all!!! Chocolate was my

girl....the star of the series was Yayo I know but I low key was hoping for a different ending. But I'm

glad a WHOLE lot of questions were answered. Not going to give anything away, so go by the book!

Lol

This was a great read. I enjoyed reading this series and I also recommend this book as well. I look

forward to reading more from this author.

This book all three was absolutely amazing loved from the beginning to end I love all this authors

book she such an amazing writer.

This book was off the chain good ....

Wow what a showdown. Snow White and Yayo seem to be hitting it off but their past is going to

reflect who they will grow up to be in the future. I enjoyed watching the growth especially in Yayo. I

think he finally helped Chocolate for sure.California got some serious repairing to do in her and

Snow's relationship. Will they both see the worth in it? These pt it down and hearts will e broken so

bad when Snow finally knows who killed her brother and the 2 people that she thought could never

hurt her-do. This story had a lot of issues that hit someone's household and I prayed for BJ and her

momma, yeah and tears! Onyx stuck to her guns, you goo girl! Wonderful story and appreciate the

ending!



To one of the best author out here if you haven't read any of her books their something wrong with

you....... This who Dope Boy Blues series was off the hook I love everything bout them your biggest

supporter Sincere Johnson
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